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We need to talk about 
LibGuides…
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Eat your vegetables
or 
I want candy?
Heavy
Instruction
Easy and 
Engaging
Common Accessibility Problems
§Absent or problematic alt text
§Vague link text, e.g. “Click here”
§Embedded media
Accessibility & Usability Audit
Audited all public guides using direct inspection and 
WAVE tool
Reviewed:
§Link text and link behavior
§Image alt text
§Embedded or linked media
§Layout and # of tabs
§Consistency and currency 
Author Guidelines
§Be consistent
§Condense and cut back content
§“Chunk” information into smaller sections
§Use natural language 
Nutritional LibGuides
(that taste good too)
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Back to the lab kitchen
Design A
• Infographic-style w/ 
direct links
• Organized around tasks
• More engaging design
Heavy
Instruction
Easy and 
Engaging
Design B
• Infographic-style w/ 
direct links
• Organized around 
research process
• Middle ground 
Heavy
Instruction
Easy and 
Engaging
Design C
• Modification of earlier 
“table of contents” 
design
• Instruction-heavy focus
Heavy
Instruction
Easy and 
Engaging
Testing Process
•6 undergraduates
•Presented all three designs as paper prototypes
•Major questions: 
•What elements read as clickable?
•Do they appreciate higher-level research process?
•Which design(s) do they prefer?
Ideal Design
Students preferred the 
infographic landing
• Less overwhelming
• Quickly access content
• More digestible
Preferred “Process” 
headings
“Step away from the 
libguide, dude” – Alex
QUESTIONS?
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